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Abstract: 

 The problem of security in cloud computing is notorious. Several see data as safe only when it is 
managed in an internal network; others consider the cloud computing can provide the security necessary 
to ensure the preservation and integrity of information. Security problems in cloud computing come from 
two sides: the customer and the service provider, but the biggest load is always on the service provider. 
The purpose of the proposed system is to protect distributed data beyond to multi user on the cloud. 
Proposed system combination between Active broadcast encryption and multi -signature, so any user of 
cloud can distribute data among other secretly. After the practical application of the proposed algorithm, 
the results showed that it is more efficient and safer compared to the algorithms mentioned in the research 
and also helped reduce storage after canceling the unused accounts. 
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1. Introduction: 
   The ancient was say “the need for is mother of invention”, the personal attention to cloud computing 
came after thinking of a safe solution to save important data, so that it is safe and easy to access from any 
device. The simplest way to achieve a basic understanding of cloud computing is to look at it as an 
application on the Internet and you can use it without having to know any technical details about it. In 
order to benefit from the services of cloud is to know your username and password. The cloud here is the 
same as the Internet itself. You will use the application with the same features as if it were loaded on your 
own computer. An additional advantage that makes this type of computing and its applications more 
attractive is that you can now use the application from all your mobile and non-mobile devices including 
smartphones, if you change it through one of these devices, you will find that it has been synchronized 
across all other devices [1]. 
       Cloud computing means that computing is used as a service that is subscribed over the Internet and 
not as a product purchased and installed on a user's machine. Because it is a subscription service there are 
a large number of companies that provide this service and all its different conditions and types. There are 
companies that allow individuals or companies, for example, free storage space specified in the electronic 
cloud and in the case of the desire to increase them, they have several options, either monthly or annual 
subscription, or a one-time subscription as a license use, and there is a payment service according to use, 
Devices or programs and storage spaces are not fully activated [2]. 
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      These digital clouds can be public, so that any customer can access them through his subscription 
data, and may also be for a company and its employees, or it may be a hybrid between the two clouds 
(public and private), known as the Hybrid. A fourth type is the community cloud, which is used by groups 
with specific common characteristics and wants to communicate with each other and share resources 
across the network, such as educational, research or security communities[3,4]. 
 

2. Healthcare and cloud computing: 
E-health technologies are expanding, and the future has many possibilities in this area. The virtual interest 
in the health sector is not a transient concern but it is serious and has the sole objective of facilitating the 
provision of health services, for example adopting electronic identity, A citizen in accordance with the 
law, which has been widely accepted, where patients are given so-called electronic identity cards, which 
alleviates and facilitates many of the issues and issues prevalent in the provision of health services [5]. 
The research cloud enables the doctor to come up with treatments that are appropriate for each patient 
individually after success with other patients complaining of similar conditions. To serve the "cancer 
research cloud", the Intel program, Trusted Trust Technology, in the first quarter of 2016, this allows 
servers to exchange encrypted data to maintain patient privacy. Medical records will be stored in a private 
and secure cloud service, allowing doctors to know full details of any medical condition of any condition, 
from anywhere [6,7]. 
     On the other hand, a doctor's search for health information within a private electronic cloud will be 
like searching for a hotel on the Internet - transparency will help the doctor get the best information and 
treatments and thus speed and accuracy in treating patients[8].  
  Today clouds and networks are becoming the electronic walls on which scientific research projects are 
built, especially in the field of health, so that cloud computing provides a place for remote storage and 
access to huge sets of experimental data. Such collaborating, will create a global infrastructure for 
medical scientists studying how to treat some serious and intractable diseases by using networks. "These 
technologies can provide researchers around the world with free access to a large amount of data." 
Researchers are already able to exchange and share data and conduct large experiments on the 
development of various diseases that are difficult to diagnose, and know how to be and finally how to 
prevent them. The cost of maintaining electronic health technologies may also be beyond the reach of 
low-income countries [9,10,11]. So we suggest a system that reduces the cost and helps to share data 
through clouds and in a safe way.  
 

3. Related works: 
There are many studies to enhance the security in the cloud. Most of the previous studies have been 
devoted to building the Provable Data Possession (PDP). In [12] Focused on proving the ownership of the 
data for the client and also highlighting the weaknesses and strengths of this system. While [13] built an 
experimental model for (PDP) technology to store data in a collaborative manner in a multi-cloud 
environment. According to the results they obtained, an effective system at that time. Some of researchers 
depended on (KP-ABE) key-policy attribute-based encryption system, [14] propose a user crash 
prevention pattern which reserves the user’s privacy when they work together with multiple 
establishments to obtain decryption identifications. [15] Improve system of [14] to avoid the linear 
attacks at present and achieves the user collision avoidance and reduce decisional bilinear Diffie-
Hellman(DBDH) theory.in[16] try to overcome drawback of KP-ABE by proposed scheme( hybrid KC-
ABE) which achieve fewer encryption and key generation time to increase an productivity of (KP-ABE). 
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While [17] Try to integrate (ODBE) technology with a group of signatures so that the user can 
anonymously share his data in the cloud and also reduce costs and increase security relatively. 
 

4. Proposed Method:  
This paper, combine the active broadcast encryption methods and group signature to arrive at secure 
distribution data especially to the new members in the cloud, give the data vendors to securely distribute 
data files among members that use the cloud resources. In order to avoid the problem of canceling the 
confidentiality of accounts from the canceled accounts in the active broadcast encryption method of 
transmission. This process will block the members with limited capacity and also constitute a load on the 
encryption method. To avoid this large problem, the Administrator group calculates the cancellation 
factor and transfers it to the cloud and makes it available. It is also the responsibility of the group to 
cancel or join the clients. The figure1 illustrates the proposed system design. 

 
Fig.1. the proposed system architecture 

 
At the beginning initialization the computer group administrators as following: 

1. Construct  bilinear map system  K=( P, Qa, Qk,e) 
1- Choose two qualitative element P, P0 Є Qa  with two qualitative numbers €1, €2 Є Z, then 

calculate the value of C=  €1-1  and D =€2-1    PЄ Qa like €1.C = €2.M = P. Also, set of 
administrator P1= € 1 P0 and P2=€2P0ϵ Qa.  

2- Select two qualitative numbers  J, O Є Qa  and a amount of  γ Є Z, then  compute  N= γ.J, D=γ. O 
and X=e(O,J), 

3- Distributing the system factors: including (K, J, P, P0, P1, P2, C, D, N, M, X, f, f1, Enc()), where 
Enc(), f1  respectively are  symmetric encryption algorithm and hash function {0, 1}*→Qa   .  

Note: group Administrator master key(F, €1, €2, γ)will be kept secret and f is a one way hash function 
{0, 1}*→Z. 
4- Registration: selected a number xi ϵ Z and compute  Ii, Ji  via the following two equations  to all 

member i in group Administrator :  

𝐼 𝐽 ∈ 𝑄                         (1) 

𝐽 𝑂 ∈ 𝑄                         (2) 
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After this process the set  of Administrator will put these values into user list, then the user will own 
private key. 
5- Cancelling operation occur through the set of Administrator complete a freely available canceling 

list , Table 1 shows the shape of cancelling list.  

 
Subsequently, the group Administrator puts (Ii, xi, IDi) into the user list. Then user i get a (xi, Ii, Ji) as 
a private key. 
6- Generation data : set of user will perform the following steps to distributed  its own data and store 

it in a cloud: 
1- User sends the IDgroup to the cloud. This will mean as request for cancelling list, so a cloud 
sends the cancelling list to user.  
2- Check the validity of the sending cancelling list. 
3- Select exclusive data identity IDdata , this can be done  by two methods: find members are 
canceled or not. After this will encrypted the data, choose the qualitative number, compute hash 
function finally save all this in local storage and upload the data to the cloud after add the 
signature.  
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 Data removing: in case the owner of the Administrator group wants to delete a file from the 
cloud, they must get the (ID Data, C) from local storage. Then must compute the signature of the 
(ID Data, C) by using the Generation Signature algorithm .later send this Signature to the cloud to 
delete data requests. When the signature send to the cloud to check it and compute f(C). if the 
hash value is equal to the process of deletion will complete. 

 Data access: access to the data that store in the cloud must perform these steps: 
ꞏ The user must be use the private key (,) and calculates the signature then sends it to the cloud to 
verify the authority of the signature. 
ꞏ The authority of data will check and calculate the key without interaction with the data owner. 
Which include three situations? 

1. If (TData< t1) this means no users are canceled before data was send to the cloud. 
2. If (Ti< TData< Ti+1) this means (i) users are canceled before the data was send to the 
cloud. 
3. If (TR< Data) this means (R) users are canceled before the data was send to the cloud. 

5. Experiments and Performance Analysis: 
To test the proposed algorithms some setup steps are uses: 

 The hardware side: hard disk 250 GB, RAM 4 GB and processor 4 GHz. 

 The software side : windows and Ubuntu operating systems are used ,the programming 
language that used was Java with some libraries (miracle, GMP, PBC) 

 The simulation consists of three factors (cloud, client and Administrator). 

        The user and Administrator do the operation on a laptop device. While cloud process is 
executed on a instrument that prepared with DDR3 RAM 8G, dual Core 4.3 GHz. Emulation process 
use, elliptic curve algorithm for 224 bit, which sends a feasible security scale with 2,048 bit RSA 
algorithm. To create a bilinear map to framework configuration use Pairing-based cryptography 
Library. Absolutely, utilize function pbc-demo and factors a.param with test header file in the sub-
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directory of the Pbc Library to set group a pairing factors. Group A pairings obvious the symmetric 
bilinear pairings which are depended by the equation: y2 = x3 + x   through the domain Fp for several 
prime numbers q = 7 mod 11. The establish degree K is 4, and Gm is a sub-set of Fp2. The request p is 
specific prime component of q + 1. For secure employment, put q=1024 bit and p=224 bit, 
respectively. Moreover, the Enc() symmetric encryption done by using AES algorithm. For 
appropriateness, to save the other factors containing P, P0, P1 and U used distributing file.  

Calculation Cost: Calculation cost of user and cloud is seeing acceptable, even if the totals of 
removal users are huge. Table 2 displays the totaling cost of multi- signature, ODBE and. ABE. 
Given the table show that totaling cost of multi- signature is actual acceptable than ODBE and ABE.  

Table.2. Contrast is among and multi- signature, ABE and ODBE from calculation cost of 
client. 

Technique 

The  Number of replaced users 

0 20 40 60 80 

File Construction(200 MB) 

Multi-sign 1.52 1.502 1.504 1.507 1.503 

ODBE 1.5 1.88 1.88 1.98 2.15 

ABE 1.75 1.96 2.1 2 2.25 

Multi-sign 
File Access (200 MB) 

1.2 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.25 

ODBE 1.2 1.22 1.3 1.36 1.51 

ABE 1.25 1.26 1.33 1.43 1.55 

Multi-sign 
File Removal(200 MB) 

1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 

ODBE 2 2.11 2.3 2.4 2.5 

ABE 2.75 2.86 3 3.03 3.15 

 
The performance of the proposed system is evaluated by totaling cost and storage.  

 Storage: Deprived of reduction of minimalism, configuration p = 224 and the components in Ga 
and Gm to be 163 and 2,024 bit, respectively. Also, assuming the size of the users, group and 
data will be fixed exclusivity 16 bits, which can returns about 216 records.  
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Fig.2. user calculation cost for file construction amongst multi- signature, ODBE and ABE. 

 
Fig.3. user calculation cost for file access among multi- signature, ODBE and ABE. 

 
Fig.4. user calculation cost for file cancelling among multi- signature, ODBE and ABE. 

 Group Administrator: the main private key of the group administrator in the proposed 
method, is (F, €1, €2, γ) Є Ga×Zq. Allowing for the proposed method with 300 users and 
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assuming that each user allocate normally 60 files. Note the distributed file and the user lists 
must be saved at the group administrator. The whole storage size of the group administrator is:   
                                            (88.125+44.125*200+2*10000)*10-3 =29.5 KB, this is acceptable. 

 Computation cost: from the figures 2, 3, 4 observed valuations on cost of user’s calculation 
for file construction process among the proposed method, ODBE, and ABE, the proposed 
method is irrelevant to the number of canceled users. While this cost growing with the number 
of canceled users in ABE and ODBE. 

 Group Memberships: Eventually, in a proposed method each user needs more or less 60 bytes 
to save their private key (Ii, Ji, xi)Є Ga2×Zq. There be current a balance between the 
calculation and the storage overhead. e.g., when execute four pairing process the total storage 
of every user is nearly 572 bytes. 
 

6. Conclusion:  
     The future has many necessary options in a cloud to use in the stock market and healthcare fields. This 
work concentrates on a secure and efficient distributing method to the data in a cloud. This can be done 
by using the proposed method which merges between two technologies (multi-signature and Attribute- 
Based Encryption). Besides, this will keep up the expert user removal and new user joining. In 
predominantly, user removal can be consummate a public cancellation list, without changing the pawned 
keys of the residual users and new users so the new user became truly coded the data’s saved in the cloud 
earlier than their affiliation. Also, storing and encryption costs are stable. General examination displays 
that this suggested method justifies the desired protection and expertise as fully. 
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